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Unified Endpoint
Management and Security in
a Work-from-anywhere World
While significant investments continue to be made across people, processes,
and technologies required to manage and secure progressively more diverse
environments, there is still work to be done by most.
While organizations are looking at upgrading endpoint security capabilities
in support of zero trust and XDR initiatives, they may not be considering
unified endpoint management (UEM) in the same light. UEM is critical to
being able to effectively detect and respond to threats on mobile devices.

“

Organizations are facing new levels of diversity
in device types and operating environments.”
- Dave Gruber, Senior ESG Analyst

| Device types currently protected and secured by endpoint device security solutions.
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IT and Security Teams Want More From Endpoint Security and
Management Solutions.
| Top endpoint security feature priorities.
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| Work-from-anywhere requirements have increased data security concerns for endpoints.
Data encryption
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Most Believe Endpoint Security Is Integral to Zero Trust
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with ZT implementations.
| Many organizations are adopting a zero trust strategy.
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The Convergence of Endpoint Management
and Security Platforms
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| What Use Cases Are Desired?
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Looking Ahead: What Will Influence Endpoint Security
Strategy Moving Forward?
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The Bigger Truth
While endpoint management and security programs have long operated in silos, complexity and risk
are driving new requirements for integration and risk mitigation alignment.
As adversaries capitalize on newly discovered vulnerabilities, IT and security teams require the ability
to rapidly assess risk and align mitigation strategies, enabling faster response.
As attack surface diversity and growth continue, converging endpoint management and security processes and systems will help drive both efficacy and efficiency, leading to a reduction of risk.
Learn more about how IBM UEM solutions can help.
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